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Content related disputes arise on Wikipedia
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Help from uninvolved editors
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Requests for Comment (RfC)  

Process used by Wikipedia editors for requesting input from 
uninvolved editors concerning content disputes

Unresolved content dispute Uninvolved editors’ new input
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Initiator opens Request for Comment
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 This sometimes leads to long thread of comments 

Participants come in to the RfC to give input
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Closer evaluates Request for Comment
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Who is the closer? 

• Neutral editor that summarizes the RfC 
discussion and makes a resolution 

• Usually one closer per RfC
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Closer evaluates this  
Request for Comment has a consensus. 

The dispute is successfully resolved.
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The ideal outcome is every dispute being resolved. 

However it doesn’t always happen to all RfCs. 
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1/3 of RfCs go stale.
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1/3 of RfCs go stale.

!15

Left without any closure after the default period. 
Dispute is unresolved.
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Formally closed Informally ended Stale

Dispute is 
resolved

Ended by
Uninvolved editor 

(closer)

Participant, 
initiator, or 

uninvolved editor
None

Number of 
RfCs 4,086 (58%) 672 (9%) 2,329 (33%)
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Why are stale RfCs a problem? 
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Number of RfCs that have over 100 comments: 430 

Highest number of comments on an RfC: 2,375
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•Discouraging to editors if an RfC never gets closed when 
they put effort into it 

•Problem for productivity as editors involved in RfCs may 
wait on the outcome before further editing
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Why do many RfCs remain stale?
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OUTLINE 

1. Collection of data 

2.Qualitative - Reasons behind stale RfCs 

3.Quantitative - Model for predicting RfC’s outcome
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•7,316 RfCs from the English Wikipedia 2011~2017 

•Built models predicting RfCs’ outcomes 

•Interviewed 10 frequent closers 

•Inspected 40 randomly chosen stale RfCs from the dataset

Collection of Data

Qualitative - Reasons behind stale RfCs

Quantitative Study - Model for predicting RfC’s outcome
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OUTLINE 
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Reasons behind stale RfCs

1. Problems with initiators and initial proposals

Qualitative - Reasons behind stale RfCs
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2. Behavior of participants: bickering & sock-puppeting

Qualitative - Reasons behind stale RfCs



“When no one cares enough because even if you get it 

wrong, you’ve affected one small part of one article that 

might get 15 views a day…passed on an RfC because I 

thought ‘… My time is better used elsewhere.’”
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3. Lack of interest/expertise from uninvolved editors

Qualitative - Reasons behind stale RfCs



4. RfC is too complicated/contentious

“…a few that I avoid just because… anything with like 

300 plus comments or where feelings are running very 

high. Eventually I think ‘That needs one of Wikipedia’s 

big names to close…’”
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Qualitative - Reasons behind stale RfCs



5. Interpersonal issues and “wikipolitics”

“… Now suppose people with whom I do not share a 

particularly good relationship has initiated the RfC, I 

don’t generally close it.”
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Reasons behind stale RfCs
Qualitative - Reasons behind stale RfCs
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1. Understand the features that can predict which RfC will go stale 

2. Help initiator/participants take action to prevent stale RfCs

Goal of building models
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Need to also build timely models to prevent in advance

Goal of building models

1. Understand the features that can predict which RfC will go stale 

2. Help initiator/participants take action to prevent stale RfCs
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8 categories of features5 reasons of stale RfCs 

 Problems with initiators/ 
 initial proposals

 Behavior of participants

 Lack of interest from editors

 RfC being complicated/long

 RfC being contentious

 Initiator’s experience 
 Initial proposal tone & length

 Participants’ experience 
 Tone of participant discourse

 Popularity of RfC and topic  
 Participants’ interest

 Size & shape of discussion

 Contentiousness
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Model for predicting RfC’s outcome

Algorithm Precision Recall F1 AUC Accuracy

ADT 0.79 0.86 0.82 0.69 0.753

Baseline (predicting close) 0.67 1 0.8 0.5 0.672

Adaptive Boosted Decision Trees perform the best overall

8.1% increase over the baseline performance of 67.2%
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 Category

 Size and Shape of Discussion

 Participant Experience

 Participant Interest

 Contentiousness

 Popularity of RfC and Topic

 Tone of Discourse

 Initiator Experience

 Initial Proposal Tone and Length

Categories of features
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 Category

 Size and Shape of Discussion

 Participant Experience

 Participant Interest

 Contentiousness

 Popularity of RfC and Topic

 Tone of Discourse

 Initiator Experience

 Initial Proposal Tone and Length

Categories of features
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σ

 Features p

 Maximum Wikipedia age of participants 0.12

< 0.0001
     of Wikipedia age of participants 0.215

 Sum of edit counts of participants 0.147

 Average edit counts of participants 0.146

ρ

Features related to participant experience within top 14 features 



How soon after an RfC is initiated can we predict 

the likelihood of closure with reasonable accuracy? 
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!41Accuracy level of models predicting RfCs’ outcomes over time



Accuracy level of models predicting RfCs’ outcomes over time !42

 Can predict above 70% accuracy as      
 early as one week after initiation



Accuracy level of models predicting RfCs’ outcomes over time !43

 When it’s a 50/50 chance at 6 weeks, best 
 models improve over the baseline by over 15%
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2 weeks after the RfC initiation: 
The models show participants’ expertise level is crucial.

Participants invite experienced editors to the discussion.

Implication of timely models



1)1/3 of RfCs do not get closed at all and many do not get closed within time 

2) Qualitative study showing insight from the closers as to why this is the case 

3) New models to help predict which RfCs are likely to go stale

• Dataset of RfCs: https://figshare.com/articles/rfc_sql/7038575 

• Paper: trusttri.github.io/papers/wiki_deliberation.pdf  

• Contact: imjane@umich.edu

Major findings and Important links
Summary of Contributions
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